
SERVICE MANUAL 4551-0 
PN-150BD D. C. BIASED THREE POSITION RELAY 

********* 
SERVICE SPECIFICATION 

This service specification supplements Service Manual 4551 to furnish the information 
needed to adjust and calibrate PN-150BD three position plug-in relays. The PN-150BD re
lay has two armatures, each of which operates three contacts. The normal ( left hand) ar
mature operates contacts 1, 4, and 5 while the reverse ( right hand) armature operates con
tacts 2, 3, and 6. With normal polarity of energization the normal armature will pick up to 
-close its front contacts while the reverse armature will stay down to keep its back contacts 
closed. With reverse polarity energization the reverse armature will pick-up and the nor
mal armature will stay down. With the relay de-energized, both armatures will be down 
keeping all back contacts closed. 

I. ARMATURE AIR GAP ADJUSTMENT 

A. Each armature should be approximately centered in its bearing bracket with an 
end play of O. 010" to O. 020". After making any adjustments the pivot clamps must be se
curely fastened and their screws locked. 

B. Each armature should be adjusted as closely as possible to a parallel physical air 
gap equal to O. 023". The minimum physical air gap at any point should not be less than 
O. 002" under the parallel air gap specified. 

II. PERMANENT MAGNET 

A. General 

The permanent magnet is of a special alloy which permits retention of proper strength 
indefinitely if not abused. When not in place on a relay, magnet assemblies, including the 
magnet support,, should be kept separately with the various parts still held together with the 
fastening screws. If a magnet should become weakened, as evidenced by the inability to ob
tain sufficient armature hold-down force by the recommended adjustments, it is suggested 
that it be returned to the factory for charging. The permanent magnet is charged with the 
armature engaging faces of the ·magnet pole pieces, each resting on a separate charger pole. 
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The polarity should be such that the left magnet pole piece ( a~ viewed facing 
the front of the relay) will attract the end of a compass needle which points toward 
geographic South. 

B. Adjustment 
~ 

The permanent magnet assembly should be applied to the relay as shown in 
Figure 1. 

MAIN POLE PIECE 

PERMANENT MAGNET 
POLE PIECE 

MAGNET SUPPORT 

NON-MAGNETIC SPACER 

PERMANENT MAGNET 

Figure 1 ••• Permanent Magnet Assembly 

With all magnet assembly parts in place, adjust the magnet pole pieces to 
the same plane and tighten the two magnet screws. 

With the magnet pole piece screws loosened slightly, adjust the magnet as
sembly pole pieces to just touch the lower stop-pins of both armatures using a 
O. 117" spacer at the main stop pin. This spacer should be held firmly between 
the main stop-pins and the main pole piece by pressure applied to the armatures 
between the stop-pins and the armature support blocks. The outside edges of the 
magnet pole pieces should line up with the outside edges of the armatures. 

With the stop-pin spacer removed and the armatures released, both stop
pins should make contact against the permanent magnet pole pieces over at least 
50% of their diameters. Neither lower stop-pin should project over the edge of its 
permanent magnet pole piece. The air gap at the permanent magnet pole piece 
face should average o. 004'' parallel and must not be less than o. 003!' at any point. 
This is the physical air gap from the plated permanent magnet pole piece faces 
to the plated armatures. The permanent magnet assembly must be securely 
clamped and the screws locked with the sheet metal lock washers bent up around 
the edges of the screw heads. 

ill. INDICATORS 

The armature position indicators are the N and R markings on the normal 
and reverse contact operating arms. When the N marking is higher than the R 
the normal armature is picked up. When the R is higher than the N the reverse 
armature is picked up. When the N and Rare side by ,side neither armature is 
picked up. 
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IV. CONTACT ADJUSTMENT 

Per Service Manual 4551, except that both normal and reverse contacts 
should be adjusted in accordance with Table 1 of this specification. 

V. CALIBRATION 

After the relay has been adjusted and with it upright as in regular usage, it 
should be calibrated to meet the values given in Table 2. Before calibrating, the 
relay should be energized at the Charge value and rio higher, the energization 
being pole changed several times, allowing the current to build up to full value in 
each direction. 

A. Polarity 

With the relay energized at the charge value and with the negative power lead 
connected to the + coil terminal, only the reverse armature will pick up. With the 
polarity of energization reversed so that the positive power lead is connected to 
the+ coil terminal, only the normal armature will pick up. The+ coil terminal is 
the upper l~ft ha,nd coil terminal on the relay ( as viewed from the front of the relay ). 

B. Drop-Away 

The relay should be given a charge of four times the pick-up value so that 
the normal armature is picked up and the current then gradually reduced tu1til the 
armature drops-away, opening all front contacts. This drop-away value should 
not be less than that specified. 

The current should be further reduced gradually and a check made that the 
back contacts are fully compressed at not less than the value specified in the cali
bration table tu1der heading Full Back Contact Pressure Drop-Away. 

C. Armature Pick-Up 

Immediately after the drop-away value has been measured, the current should 
be reduced to zero, the circuit opened for one second and the current again applied 
in the same direction, and gradually increased until the normal armature picks up 
to close the front contacts. This value should not be more than that specified in 
the calibration table for Pick-Up. 

D. Reverse Working 

After pick-up has been observed, reduce the energization to ~ero, pole change, 
then gradually increase the reversed eneJ;"gization tu1til the armature moves away 
from the, permanent magnet with a very definite, sudden motion. This is the break
away from th.e permanent magnet value. The current should be further increased 
tu1til the armature picks up to close the front contacts. This value should not be 
more than that specified in the calibration table for reverse pick-up. The energi
zation should be further increased, if necessary, until the armature moves to stop 
against the pole piece. This value should .not be more than specified in the calibra
tion table for Reverse Working. 
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The break-away from the permanent magnet should not have been more than 
95% of the actual reverse pick-up value. This mea:ns that if the actual reverse 
pick-up for a 100 ohm relay is 2. 74 volts, the break-away should not be more than 
95% of 2. 74 V. or 2. 60 volts. 

E. Additional Calibration Tests 

The procedure of paragraphs B, C and D should be repeated starting with 
charge energization of rev.erse polarity and checking drop-away, full back con
tact pressure drop-away, break-away, and pick-up of the reverse armature. 
Then pole change at zero energization and increase the voltage until the normal 
armature picks up to stop against the pole piece to check its reverse working. 

F. Working for O. 9 Second Reversal Time 

This value in Table 2 is for information for the application of the relay and 
is not checked on individual relays. At this energization the open circuit time of 
the front contacts can be bridged by the usual 1 second slow drop-away relay. 

VI. SERVICE TESTS 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

VII. CHECK OF CONTACT OPENINGS 

Per Service Manual 4551. 

VIII. PERMANENT MAGNET HOLD-DOWN FORCE 

After calibrating the relay, check the hold-down force by applying a gauge 
such as Piece No. UN105440 on the bottom horizontal contact engaging pin of the 
operating arm to move the tested armature away from the permanent magnet. 

This value should be at least 120 grams and should be measured on each ar
mature after first energizing the relay at the charge v~ue then de-energizing, 
testing the armature which had been picked up on that particular polarity of energi
zation. 

The hold-down force, break-away from the permanent magnet on pick-up, 
and the full back contact pressure drop-away, all are affected by the adjustment 
of the back contacts and the permanent magnet pole pieces. See Table 1 for 
allowable limits of adjustments. An adjustable shunt is provided on the rear side 
of the magnet. By pulling the free end of the shunt away from the magnet the 
hold-down force of both armatures may be increased. 

IX. CONTACT RESISTANCE 

Per Service Manual 4561. 

X. RELAY INDEXING 

Per Service Manual 4551. 
XI. MAINTENANCE 

See important note on page 6. 
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TABLB 1 -- ADJUSTMBNT AND CALIBRATION SUMMARY FOR PN-15080 
THRBB POSITION RBLAY 

Relays with Old Style Heels Relays with New Style Heels 
~ 

Test Nominal Minimum Maximum Nominal Minimum Maximum Remarks 

Permanent Magnet ·Asse·mbly 0.117" 0.113" 0.117" 0.111·· 0.113" 0.117 .. Main stop-pin spacer for adjustment. Back stop 
·, pins touching. 

Front Contact Adjustment 0.046" ---- ---- 0.031° 0.028" 0.034'' Main stop-pin spacer. Contact Just open. 
Front Contact Adjustment 0.043" ---- ---- 0.028" 0.025" 0.031" Main stop-pin spacer. Contact must close. 

Back Contact Adjustment 0.028" 0.024" 0.028" 0.028" 0.024 .. o.02r Back stop-pin spacer. Contact just open. 

Back Contact Compression Test 0.025° 0.021" 0.025" 0.025" 0.021 •• 0.025" Spacer between permanent magnet and armature 
lower stop-pins. Contacts must close. 

Front Contact Openings ---- 0.020" ---- --- 0.020° ---- With back contacts Just closed. 
Front Contact Openings --· - 0.050" ---- ---- 0.050" ---- Armature released against permanent magnet. 
Front & Back Contact Openings ---- 0.005° ---- ---- 0,005 .. ---- With operating arms removed. 

Polarity Test Charge Charge Plus lead on upper left mounting base receptacle 
Value Value (viewed from front) for only the normal armature 

to pick-up. With reversal, only the reverse 
armature picks-up. Reverse several times. 

Drop-Away ---- Table 2 ---- ·--- Table 2 ---- After charge. To open front contacts. 

Drop-Away to Full Back ....... Table 2 --- .. ---- Table·2 -·-- After drop-away. Reduce current until armature 
Contact Pressure rests on Permanent Magnet. 

Break-Away from Permanent Magnet --·- ---- 95% ---- ---- . .... Old scyle B••l•a Of Actual fiak•Up for Break-
Away fl:OII. the P•maaent Magnet. 

N•w St.:yle Reeba Diff•ren1:ial for Break-Away . 
t=- Penaanent. HaCJD8t. to be l••• tban Acta.al 
lever•• ll'io.k-Op. 

Pick-Up Without Cover ---- ---- Table 2 ---- ··-- Table 2 Mark actual value on outside edge of armature. 
(To close 
Pront Contacts) With Cover ........ -5% +5% ---- -5% +5% Permissible variation from actual pick-up 

without cover. 

Working (To Stop-Pin) .... ... ---- Table 2 ......... Table 2 

Hold-Down Torque (Bach Armature) ---- 120 Oms. ---- ----- 120 Oms. ---- Poree on bottom contact engaging pin of operating 
arm to pull armature from permanent magnet 
after charge. 

Final Blectrlcal Inspection Recheck tests 6 to 11 with cover applied. 
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T ABLB 2 • • • PN-1 SOBD Calibration Values 

Break-Away Recommended 
Full Back From Perm. Maximum Working for 

Minimum Contact Pressure Maximum Magnet Reverse Pick -Up O. 9 Sec. Re· 
Charge Drop-Away Drop-Away Pick-Up Differential & Working versal l'ime 

Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Amps. Volts Volts Amps. Volts Amps. 

0.202 s.os 0.0179 0.448 0.0119 0.299 0.0504 1.26 0.'1>675 0.054 1.35 0.0582 
0.106 10.6 0.0094 o. 94 0,0063 0.63 0.0264 2.64 0.14 0.0283 2,83 0.0305 
0.053 21.2 0.0047 1,9 0.0031 1.25 0.0132 5.28 0.28 0.0141 5.65 0.0152 
0.042 33.6 0.0037 2.97 0.0025 1.96 0,0105 8.4 0,45 0.0112 8.95 0.0121 
0,033 42.8 0.0029' 3.8 0.0019 2.53 0.0082 IO. 7 0.57 0.0088 11.45 0.0095 

MAINTENANCE NOTE: 

All vital relays must be inspected and tested at least every 
two (2) years. The tests and inspections are to include: 
pick-up current, drop-away current, timing of slow operating 
and timing relays, visual inspection of contacts for damage or 
misalignment, corrosion, or other contamination of parts, loo~e 
parts inside of cover, broken seal, and cracked or broken cover. 

All vital relays installed in locomotive or car-carried 
equipment are to be inspected and tested at least every two (2) 
years as above. In addition, every four (4) years the relays 
are to be removed from service and adjusted, repaired and 
tested. 

Relays not passing the abqve stated tests and inspections must 
be replaced and not returned to service until the operating 
characteristics and conditions are in accordance with US&S 
specifications. 
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